
Art on Hair
from the most expert 
hands of national and 

international word talents

Fashion &Trends
from the voice 
of trend setters 
in the most prestigious 
editorial world

Business 
& Communication
from the influential 
voice of experiences 
to successful salons

J Academy 
education 
An educational experience that begins from current 
fashion trends, to then be reworked in a unique 
way and addressed to bring business into the salon.

J Academy srl

Partner

Via G.Galilei, 80
63811 Sant'Elpidio a Mare (FM)

info@jacademy.it 
www.jacademy.it 

info +39 0734 828036 
Lun - Giov h. 09.00 - 13.00
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Prominent 
members

Ricky Kandasamy
international and visionary 
expert in color techniques. 
He loves to daring and 
to experience the new.

Outstanding partners
experienced journalists 
in fashion and beauty 
will give us a new vision 
about the latest trends.

Marco Migliorelli 
Jean Paul Myné creative 
and artistic guide. 
Make innovations is his passion.

Roza Awetisian
the blonde style is her passion. 
The pleasure for experimentation and 
the great experience in the hairstyle 
are the essence of her creations.

Sergio Laurenzi 
Is a professional and succesfull 
Italian Hair stylist. To Create 
new forms is his vocation.

Lele Canavero
italian successful coach. 
Evolve the Hairdressers 
into beauty entrepreneurs.

The Magic 
Cruise 4th — 8th 

october 
2020

And much more…



The Concept
The travel concept will change the future 
perspective of your salon. How to match 
Art, Trends, Fashion, Business 
and Communication at any moment 
of work time. Sharing outstanding 
experiences to be unforgettable… 
J Academy has chosen this travel 
to celebrate the 10 years anniversary 
of Jean Paul Myné and look to the future 
with professional and extraordinary eyes. 
The magic holiday becomes an educational 
and emotional training, to growth.

The project
The J Academy project brings you on 
a dream cruise to mediterranean countries. 
5 magic days, a unique formative experience, 
an unprecedented emotion. 

Our Special Guest is 
Natasha Stefanenko

SavonaMarsiglia

Barcelona

Mediterranean 
travel 
and Art 
The renewed discovery of the Mediterranean 
with wonderful destinations with unexplored 
corners to live...

Barcelona

Marsiglia

Sunday 4

Monday 5

 

Tuesday 6

Wednesday 7

Thursday 8

Departure from Savona. 
Navigation is all night and all the next day.

From 9.30 to 18.30 a learning  and enriching experience 
of the hair world: color, cut and styling. 

National and international celebrities such as 
Richy Kandasamy, Marco Migliorelli and Sergio Laurenzi 
to capture inspiration and to bring back knowledge and method,
addressed to the salon and share with their guests.

The day will be featured by prominent measures
such as Lele Canavero, personal coach in the aesthetic 
world wide, trend setters and fashion journalists will offer 
a visionary future of the trends, fashions of the moment
and how they are changing our styles different way 
of choice into the beauty world. To understand betterwhat 
we expect for the future. Await us an emotional show. 

A clear trend scouting experience to discover the magic of Barcelona
to experience the genius of Gaudí in its facets of form and colors.

A clear trend scouting experience to discover Marseille 
and its seafaring, dall'immutato multicultural charm and with 
a simple and popularcharacter that offers charming views.

Arrival in Savona. 

The travel 
schedule

What else 
A suitcase of objectives and new perspectives, the tools 
to face new professional challenges and strengthen 
your own salon in the most successful business.

The Costa 
Magica 

Costa Magica is the ship where 
all will take palce for 5 days. 
A ship that reinterprets 
the most beautiful Italian Style. 
A place where to find all the 
landscapes of our country, 
recounted in different environments 
like a great story. A real magic 
cruise on the sea, ideal for 
an educational trip spent 
to the most extraordinary 
and emotional way of learning.

Choose how to live 
“The magic cruise”. 
Ask for info and book 
the trip through 
your local agent. 

Choose from three 
levels of available 
cabins

Internal
Double € 890,00*
Single € 990,00*

External
Double € 990,00*
Single € 1.120,00*

Cabin with Balcon 
Double / Single
€ 1.200,00*

* Prices are per person.


